This paper presents a mechanical model in which dynamic equilibriums of forces and moments are considered. This model is capable to describe, quantitatively, distributions of four functions in the frictional contact zone, which are, deviate angle, yarn tension, frictional force and yarn twist.
The frictional moment of yarn in the circum ferential direction is 
Discussions
The equations of iquilibrium can be solved only when the boundary conditions are known.
These boundary conditions depend on the yarn and machine geometry parameters and running conditions. As an example of the application of the above mentioned mechanical model, the data to be used in the following calculation are given in Figure  13 . The rate of This implies, at this moment, yarn twist cannot propagate through the frictional contact zone.
In addition, the value of twist blockage becomes larger with increasing coefficient of friction.
This infers that the difference of yarn twist before and after the guide can be controlled by the geometry and surface configuration of guide.
Furthermore, the yarn torsional rigidity has a significant effect on twist blockage, and twist blockage is larger in yarns of lower twist factor.
Sometimes twist blockage just varied the twist distribution in the spinning zone, and has no significant effect final products twist level, how ever, sometimes twist blockage not only varied the twist distribution in the textile processing, but also caused the twist variation in the final products. Neveitheless, the yarn twist blockage may occur when the yarn slides over the yarn guide no matter there is a twisting source or not.
Hence, further investigation of twist distribu tion, and blockage is required and experimental verification will be conducted in the separate paper. 
